Adaptation and acclimatization to ocean acidification in marine ectotherms: an *in situ* transplant experiment with polychaetes at a shallow CO$_2$ vent system
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Metabolic rate determines the physiological and life-history performances of ectotherms. Thus, the extent to which such rates are sensitive and plastic to environmental perturbation is central to an organism’s ability to function in a changing environment. Little is known of long-term metabolic plasticity and potential for metabolic adaptation in marine ectotherms exposed to elevated pCO$_2$. Consequently, we carried out a series of *in situ* transplant experiments using a number of tolerant and sensitive polychaete species living around a natural CO$_2$ vent system. Here, we show that a marine metazoan (i.e. *Platynereis dumerilii*) was able to adapt to chronic and elevated levels of pCO$_2$. The vent population of *P. dumerilii* was physiologically and genetically different from nearby populations that experience low pCO$_2$, as well as smaller in body size. By contrast, different populations of *Amphiglena mediterranea* showed marked physiological plasticity indicating that adaptation or acclimatization are both viable strategies for the successful colonization of elevated pCO$_2$ environments. In addition, sensitive species showed either a reduced or increased metabolism when exposed acutely to elevated pCO$_2$. Our findings may help explain, from a metabolic perspective, the occurrence of past mass extinction, as well as shed light on alternative pathways of resilience in species facing ongoing ocean acidification.

1. Introduction

Metabolic rate is considered the most fundamental of all biological rates [1]. According to the metabolic theory of ecology, metabolic rates set the rates of resource uptake and allocation to life-history traits (such as growth, reproduction and survival [2]), ultimately controlling ecological processes at all levels of organization [1]. Thus, the ability of an organism to preserve sufficient levels of energy metabolism when exposed to environmental challenges is key to a species’ ability to preserve positive life-history traits, its Darwinian fitness, and ultimately its distribution and abundance patterns locally and globally [1,3–7].

Investigations of the effects of elevated pCO$_2$ on ectotherms’ metabolic rates have revealed a variety of different responses: from differences among phyla at one extreme [8–10], to differences among related species and populations at the other [11,12]. When exposed to elevated pCO$_2$, a number of taxa exhibit a
marked downregulation of their metabolic rate or ‘metabolic depression’ [11,13–17] but this is not ubiquitous. There are examples of upregulation [18–20], and no change in metabolism in response to elevated pCO₂ [11,21–24]. It has been proposed that metabolic depression evolved to enable organisms to maintain a balance between energy supply and demand when their physiological machinery may be impaired as a result of environmental challenges [25,26]. Consequently, metabolic depression is considered to be primarily a short-term strategy [27] as, over the long term, it may have high costs in terms of growth, performances, reproductive output and may ultimately affect fitness. Thus, chronic metabolic depression has the potential to limit or prevent colonization of elevated pCO₂ environments, and in a future, more acidic ocean to increase the risk of local and global taxa extinction. However, moderate forms of metabolic depression may be sustainable and could be achieved, via adaptation (i.e. selection of phenotypes–genotypes with moderately lower metabolic rates) or acclimatization (i.e. via phenotypic plasticity [28]). Nevertheless, adaptation and acclimatization can have different and important ecological consequences. Unfortunately, the nature and significance of physiological plasticity in marine ectotherms during acclimatization to an elevated pCO₂ environment, as well as their potential physiological adaptation to these conditions, remain virtually unexplored (cf. [29]). Such an understanding of when plastic as opposed to genetic changes occur (and vice versa) is crucial if we are to predict how ocean acidification affects species’ distribution and abundance patterns, and thus predict the likely responses of marine ectotherms to ongoing climate change.

In addition, our interpretation of organisms’ metabolic responses to elevated pCO₂ is biased by the fact that most species investigated to date are calcifiers. This is important as the overall direction and intensity of metabolic responses to elevated pCO₂ are potentially affected by the upregulation of calcium carbon deposition [30–32], as well as the need to alter the biomineralization status of the shell, which may require the production of different organic and inorganic components [33], processes which are to date still poorly understood from a metabolic point of view. Furthermore, phylogenetic independence is rarely accounted for [10,34–37, cf. 38]. Clearly, there is an urgent need to investigate the physiological acclimatization/adaptation in tolerant versus sensitive species (experiment 1), as well as between populations of tolerant species found both inside and outside the vent areas (experiment 2). Finally, to explore the evolutionary implications of any potential physiological adaptation of different populations of tolerant species, we used putatively neutral molecular markers to attribute levels of relatedness and phylogeographic patterns to populations of two of the tolerant species collected at increasing distance from the vents.

We predicted that (i) tolerant polychaete species will maintain their metabolism following acclimatization/adaptation to elevated pCO₂ conditions (type 1 acclimatization/adaptation sensu [46]), (ii) sensitive polychaete species will display metabolic depression (type 1 acclimatization/adaptation sensu [46]).

2. Material and methods
(a) Selection of sensitive and tolerant species
Two groups of species were identified:
(i) ‘Tolerant’ to low pH/elevated pCO₂ conditions: species abundant both outside and inside the low pH/elevated pCO₂ areas of the Castello CO₂ vents of Ischia, namely Platynereis dumerilii (Audouin & Milne-Edwards, 1834; Nereididae), Amphiglena mediterranea (Leydig, 1851; Sabelldae), Syllis prolifera (Krohn, 1852, Syllidae) and Polyphalumus pictus (Dujardin, 1839; Opheliidae). The first three dominate the most intense venting areas [43,45] and are commonly associated with rocky, shallow, vegetated habitat in the Mediterranean and with Posidonia oceanica (L.) Delile, 1813 seagrass beds [47–49]. P. dumerilii and S. prolifera are mesoherbivores, whereas A. mediterranea is a filter feeder. The fourth species, P. pictus (Opheliidae), is also a mesoherbivore typical of shallow, vegetated habitats [47]. This species was relatively scarce in the acidified areas in previous studies [43,45], but found (after our work took place) to be abundant on macroalgae and dead matter in a P. oceanica bed in high venting areas (E. Ricciuto & M. C. Gambi 2013, personal communication).
(ii) ‘Sensitive’ to low pH/elevated pCO₂ conditions: species occurring around the vents under higher pH/low pCO₂ conditions, but largely absent in the vents areas [43], namely Lysidice ninetta (Audouin & Milne-Edwards, 1833; Eunicidae), Lysidice collaris (Grube, 1870; Eunicidae) and Sabella spallanzanii (Gmelin, 1791; Sabellidae). Both Lysidice species are associated with vegetated rocky reef and coralligenous formations and are
some of the few species that bore on P. oceanica seagrass sheaths [50]. They also occur in the P. oceanica meadows at depths of 3–5 m and surrounding the vents, where normal pH/low pCO2 conditions exist [51]. Finally, S. spallanzanii is one of the most common and conspicuous sabelids in the Mediterranean. It is a filter feeder, tolerant to organic pollution and typical of fouling communities [52,53] outside the Ischia vent area [42]. All the sensitive species occur around the vents, in similar shallow habitat, but do not colonize the low pH/elevated pCO2 areas, thus suggesting that these conditions may constrain their distribution.

(b) Collection details

The four tolerant species live in association with various macroalgae (mainly Dicyota spp., Halopteris scoparia and Cladophora prolifera), where they were collected by hand, either by means of snorkelling or scuba diving, in both elevated (i) and low (ii) pCO2 conditions:

(i) at 1–2 m depth on a rocky reef at the low pH area on the south side of the Castello Aragonese, Ischia, Naples (40°43.84 N, 13°57.08 E). The collection area (Castello S3 in [43]) is approximately 60 × 15 m along a rocky reef and in the nearby P. oceanica meadow and dead ‘matte’. This area corresponds to the very low pH area described in [45], where the pH ranges between 7.3 and 6.6 [45].

(ii) at 1–2 m depth off San Pietro promontory (approx. 4 km from the vents), where the control site experiments were performed, and around Sant’Anna islets and Cartaromana Bay (about 600 m from the vents). Here, venting activity was absent and water pH values measured were representative of low pCO2 conditions (mean pH 8.17 ± 0.02 at S. Pietro and 8.07 ± 0.002 at S. Anna, [45]). At these sites, polychaetes were associated with the same macroalgae species mentioned earlier, as well as with Corallina sp. Polychaetes from both localities were mixed and haphazardly allocated to different treatment and stations (see below). Finally, note that S. prolifera could not be retrieved from low pCO2 areas at the time our work was carried out, despite having been collected during previous studies and surveys [43,45] and in more recent times.

The sensitive species were collected exclusively in low pCO2/high pH conditions. Specifically, S. spallanzanii was collected from floating docks in Ischia harbour, where this species forms a dense population in the fouling community and thus a sufficient number of individuals for our experiment could be found. The two borer species of Lysidice were collected in shallow P. oceanica meadow (10 m depth) off Cava beach (approx. 10 km from the vents), a unique site in the area where these species occur in sufficient number in P. oceanica shoots [50].

The molecular phylogenetic analyses were conducted only on the tolerant species, A. mediterranea and P. dumerilii. Specimens of both taxa were collected at two acidified sites (Castello N3 and Castello S3 sensu [43]) and at several low pCO2 sites at different distances from the vents; P. dumerilii was also collected from the Bristol Channel, UK (see the electronic supplementary material, table A1.1 in appendix 1). Individuals of each species (n = 7–29) were collected at each location for genetic analyses. All specimens of A. mediterranea were preserved in 95% ethanol. Specimens of P. dumerilii were preserved in 95% ethanol or in dimethyl sulfoxide, frozen at −80°C or immediately processed after collection without prior preservation. All A. mediterranea specimens were processed at Texas A&M University at Galveston (TAMUG; Galveston, USA); all P. dumerilii specimens were processed at the University of Hull (Hull, UK).

(c) Culture and pre-exposure of polychaetes

To provide material for use in transplant experiments, all specimens of all species were reared in glass bowls (approx. 20 individual per bowl), each containing 300 ml of natural seawater (S = 38) at the original seawater pH/pCO2. All glass bowls were kept in a controlled temperature environment (T = 19°C, 12 L:12 D cycle). Each bowl was supplied with a few pieces of macroalga from the collection site, for the polychaete to attach to and feed upon. Individuals of S. spallanzanii were kept under identical conditions except that, owing to their larger body size, the containers used were larger (volume = 14 l, approx. 1.2 individuals per litre), to allow polychaetes to easily open the branchial crown for filtering and respiration.

(d) Study area and methods

The area where the transplant experiments into acidified conditions (A) were carried out was located in zones of high venting activity (greater than 10 vents m−2), at both south and north sides of the Castello Aragonese d’Ischia (figure 1). Previous studies showed a persistent gradient of low pH conditions in these areas [45]. In particular, three stations (A1, A2, A3—depth 2.5 m, areas approx. 2 × 3 m wide) were selected (figure 1), effectively representing one locality. The control area (C) (San Pietro point, approx. 4 km from the vent area; figure 1) was situated in close proximity to the Benthic Ecology research unit (Villa Dohm) and was selected because of the persistent high pH/low pCO2 conditions and its accessibility [44]. Three stations (C1, C2 and C3—3 m depth) were established approximately 50 m apart from each other (figure 1). Small styrofoam moorings (mass = 6 kg) were deployed in each of the six stations employed. A buoy attached to a nylon rope was used to fix, via a plastic cable tie, the experimental containers (‘transplantation chambers’) where individuals of the study species were kept during the experiment. Transplantation chambers for all but one species were constructed from white PVC tubes (diameter = 4 cm, length = 11 cm) with a nyltal plankton net (mesh = 100 µm) fixed to both ends. This net mesh size was small enough to prevent polychaete escaping but allow regular water flow through the tube, allowing filtration for filter-feeders and respiration. For mesograzers, some of the algae that the various specimens are found on in the field were introduced in the transplantation chambers to provide both a suitable substratum for the polychaete to attach onto and a source of food to graze upon for the entire duration of the transplant, as for sea urchins in [36]. The large filter feeding S. spallanzanii were inserted in larger transplantation chambers constructed as plastic mesh cages (diameter = 15 cm, length = 30 cm, mesh = 1 cm), through which the apical part of their tube protruded by 1 cm allowing the branchial crown to open outside the cage enabling filtering and respiration. In general, while feeding can affect an organism physiology, and in particular metabolic levels [54,55], here we specifically wanted to maintain the polychaetes in conditions as close as possible to those they experience in the field, where they have continuous access to food resources.

(e) Transplant design

To investigate the potential for metabolic adaptation and acclimatization that may allow or prevent the successful colonization of elevated pCO2 areas, the effect of exposure to different pCO2 conditions on the metabolic rates of selected polychaete species, collected from either low or elevated pCO2 areas around the shallow-water CO2 vent system off Ischia, was examined using a two-way orthogonal experimental design (with ‘exposure’ (exposure to low and elevated pCO2) and ‘species’ as factors). The analyses were conducted separately for the transplant experiments (‘transplant from control areas’—experiment 1) and the reciprocal or mutual transplant (‘transplant from acidified areas’—experiment 2).

(i) Experiment 1

The first experiment investigated metabolic rates of all species collected from non-acidified conditions in control areas (control—C)
that were exposed to acidified (C-A) and non-acidified (C-C) conditions in situ for five days. For each species separately, and at each station, transplantation chambers (average of four individuals per chamber and so approx. 12 individuals in total per species per treatment) were deployed by scuba diving.

(ii) Experiment 2

The second experiment investigated whether individuals of tolerant species living inside the CO2 vent areas show the same CO2-dependent metabolic rate response among each other and when compared with their conspecifics living outside the CO2 vents. We conducted the reciprocal in situ transplant experiment on specimens of tolerant species collected from inside the vents (acidified—A), following the same deployment procedure described above in acidified (A-A) and non-acidified (A-C) areas. S. prolifera was found only in acidified conditions, while P. pictus was not found in sufficient numbers in the acidified area, therefore reciprocal transplants were not possible for these two species.

(f) Environmental monitoring and profiles

Seawater pH, temperature and salinity were measured at each station daily throughout the three weeks duration of the experiments. For the transplant experiment, environmental monitoring was carried out as follows. pHNSB was measured using a pH microelectrode (Seven Easy pH InLab, Mettler-Toledo Ltd, Beaumont Leys, UK), maintained at ambient seawater temperature, coupled to a pH meter (Sevengo, Mettler-Toledo Ltd), calibrated using pH standards (pH 4.01, 7.00, 9.21 at 25°C, Mettler-Toledo Ltd) and also maintained at ambient seawater temperature. Temperature was measured using a digital thermometer (HH806AU, OMEGA Eng. Ltd, Manchester, UK).

Salinity was measured using a hand-held conductivity meter (TA 197 LFMulti350, WTW, Weilheim, Germany). In addition, to determine total alkalinity (TA), samples of seawater (volume = 100 ml) were collected at each station daily throughout the duration of the experimental period using glass bottles with a secure tight lid, transported inside a cool box to the laboratory (located approx. 4 km from the vents) and poisoned with HgCl2 within approximately 60 min of collection. TA was determined at the Marine Biology and Ecology Research Centre at Plymouth University (Plymouth, UK), using an alkalinity titrator (AS-ALK2, Apollo SciTech, Bogart, USA).

Dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2), calcite and aragonite saturation (Vcalc and Vara), bicarbonate and carbonate ion concentration ([HCO3⁻] and [CO3²⁻], respectively) were calculated from pH and TA measurements using the software program CO2SYS [56] with dissociation constants from [57] refit by [58] and [KSO4] using [59]. Our results for the carbonate system (table 1) outside and inside the CO2 vent areas are consistent with those previously reported for these areas [42–45,60–62].

During the experimental period, seawater environmental conditions (table 1) were relatively stable with mean values for temperature, salinity and TA being around 23°C, 37 and 2651 μequiv kg⁻¹, respectively. Mean pH values were relatively stable, approximately 8.15 and 7.17 for the control and acidified areas, respectively (table 1). Furthermore, preliminary analysis using the estimate marginal means (EMM) test with Bonferroni correction showed that environmental conditions (salinity, temperature and TA) were comparable across all stations irrespective of the pCO2 condition (table 1); while mean pH significantly differed among the low and elevated pCO2 treatments, it was, however, comparable among stations of a same treatment (table 1).

(g) Recovery of transplantation chambers and measurement of metabolic rates

After five days of exposure in situ to either acidified or control conditions, transplantation chambers from both experiments 1 and 2 were recovered via snorkelling and diving. They were
Table 1. Values (mean ± s.e.) for physico-chemical parameters of the seawater used when exposing polychaetes to: (i) current \( pCO_2 / \text{pH} \) conditions (‘control’ stations C1, C2 and C3) and (ii) elevated \( pCO_2 / \text{low pH} \) conditions (‘acidified’ stations A1, A2, A3). Salinity, temperature, \( \text{pH}_{\text{NBS}} \) (Mettler-Toledo pH meter, Luton, UK), TA (AS-ALK2, Apollo SciTech, Bogart, USA), DIC, carbon dioxide partial pressure (\( pCO_2 \)), bicarbonate and carbonate ion concentration (\( [\text{HCO}_3^-] \) and \( [\text{CO}_3^{2-}] \)), calcite and aragonite saturation state (\( V_{\text{cal}} \) and \( V_{\text{ara}} \)) are provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>control</th>
<th>acidified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salinity</td>
<td>37.50 ± 0.15(A)</td>
<td>37.55 ± 0.16(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature (°C)</td>
<td>22.83 ± 0.03(A)</td>
<td>22.80 ± 0.03(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>8.15 ± 0.01(A)</td>
<td>8.16 ± 0.01(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA (µequiv kg(^{-1}))</td>
<td>2624.27 ± 10.34(A)</td>
<td>2623.30 ± 10.76(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC (µmol kg(^{-1}))</td>
<td>2316.80 ± 7.68</td>
<td>2307 ± 11.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( pCO_2 ) (µatm)</td>
<td>483.68 ± 7.19</td>
<td>474.70 ± 8.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [\text{HCO}_3^-] ) (µmol kg(^{-1}))</td>
<td>2070.00 ± 9.50</td>
<td>2060.58 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [\text{CO}_3^{2-}] ) (µmol kg(^{-1}))</td>
<td>231.18 ± 2.33</td>
<td>232.58 ± 3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{\text{cal}} )</td>
<td>5.42 ± 0.06</td>
<td>5.47 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{\text{ara}} )</td>
<td>3.56 ± 0.04</td>
<td>3.59 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different capital letters (A, B) indicate significant differences for measure parameters in different stations.

\( a \) Parameters that were calculated using the CO2SYS program [56], using the dissociation constants of Mehrbach et al. [57] as refitted by Dickson & Millero [58] and \( [\text{KSO}_4] \) using Dickson [59].
transported within 5 min of harvest, using a bucket filled with seawater, to an aquarium containing seawater (volume = 60 l). Within 30 min of collection, all individuals were introduced individually, and in succession, to the incubation chambers (see below) containing filtered (0.22 μm) seawater from the appropriate test areas, to avoid ‘recovery’ of the polychaetes. Preliminary trials showed that this operation did not affect seawater pH, initial pDO₂, temperature or salinity. Before determination of O₂ uptake, here used as a proxy for metabolic rate (MO₂) (as in [63–65]), individuals were left for 1 h in the incubation chamber to allow recovery from handling in order to minimize behavioural disturbances, which may affect their physiological responses [66]. For further details on metabolic rate determination, see appendix 2 in the electronic supplementary material.

At the end of the experiment, polychaetes were bagged, placed in a cool box and returned to the laboratory. Here, they were gently blotted to remove excess seawater, before being weighed using a high precision balance (AT 200, Mettler-Toledo Ltd). To maintain environmental seawater chemistry and temperature stable during measurements, seawater was continuously pumped (BE-M 30, Rover Pompe, Polverara, Italy) directly from the exposure site into a large water bath (volume = 64 l) and the overflow drained. To ensure maximum thermal and pH stability, as well as comparability to the exposure sites, a fast flow rate (approx. 85 l min⁻¹) was employed, thereby allowing us to relate metabolic rate responses solely to the effect of field acclimatization to elevated pCO₂/low pH. As an extra measure, during the experimental trials, seawater samples were collected at regular intervals from the exposure sites by snorkelling or diving, and from the water bath, to verify that pH, salinity and temperature were relatively stable and comparable. Polychaetes were never directly exposed to high flow rate, avoiding any mechanical damage or disturbance.

(h) Statistical analysis of the physiological data

As a two-way orthogonal experimental design was employed, separately for both transplant experiments, the effect of exposure to elevated pCO₂/low pH on MO₂ of the species examined was tested using general linear models (GLMs), with ‘exposure’ (in situ incubation to low and elevated pCO₂) and ‘species’ as fix factors, and using wet body mass as a covariate, in combination with the EMM test with Bonferroni correction. Preliminary analyses showed that the term station had no significant effect on polychaete MO₂ (p > 0.05), and so this term was removed from subsequent analyses.

To investigate the response of populations of tolerant species collected from both inside and outside the CO₂ vents, a further two-way orthogonal experimental design was employed, separately for each species (A. mediterranea and P. dumerilii), including the site of collection (collection from low and elevated pCO₂ site) or ‘origin’, and the site of in situ incubation (to low and elevated pCO₂) or ‘exposure’ as factors, using GLMs, with ‘wet body mass’ as covariate, in combination with the EMM test with Bonferroni correction.

MO₂ data for transplant experiments met assumptions of normality of distribution following log₁₀ transformation (max. Z₁₀ = 1.109, p = 0.280, Kolmogorov–Smirnov’s test). Assumptions of homogeneity of variance were also met following log₁₀ transformations for the data from experiment 1 (F₁,184 = 1.904, p = 0.05, Bartlett’s test), whereas assumptions were not met following transformations for data from experiment 2 (minimum F₅,56 = 4.446, p < 0.001). However, as our experimental design included a minimum of four treatments per experiment with approximately 11 replicates per treatment, we assumed that the ANOVA design employed should be tolerant to deviation from the assumption of heteroscedasticity [67,68]. However, we also tested the residuals from each analysis against the factor tested, and no significant relationships were detected (p > 0.05). Post-hoc analyses were conducted using the EMM test with α = 0.05. All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS v. 19.

(i) Sequence generation

For A. mediterranea, DNA was extracted from each individual using the DNeasy tissue kit (Qiagen), following the manufacturer’s instructions. For P. dumerilii, DNA was extracted using the hotshot method of Montero-Pau et al. [69].

Two gene regions were amplified for both species using polymerase chain reaction (PCR): the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI, 658–710 bp) and the nuclear internal transcribed spacer (ITS, alignment of 495 bp). PCRs were performed in 20–25 μl volume using standard chemistry and standard cycles. Some samples of A. mediterranea were amplified for COI using a primer cocktail originally designed for fish as described in Ivanova et al. [70], whereas other A. mediterranea and all P. dumerilii were amplified using the universal primers by Folmer et al. [71] or specifically designed primers. All primers are listed in the electronic supplementary material, table A1.2 of appendix 1.

PCR products were visualized following gel electrophoresis in ethidium bromide-stained agarose gels and cleaned with ExoSap-IT (Affymetrix) QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) or with the Illustra GFX PCR DNA purification kit, or purification was carried out by Macrogen Europe before sequencing. For A. mediterranea, cycle sequencing was conducted on 10 μl volumes with the BigDye TERMINATOR v. 3.1 chemistry. Sequence reactions were cleaned with BigDye XTERMINATOR. Sequences were analysed with an ABI 3130 Genetic Analyzer and edited in Sequencher 4.8 (GeneCodes). For P. dumerilii, sequences were generated at Macrogen Europe and edited with Codon Code Aligner. All sequences were submitted to GenBank under accession numbers KC591782–KC591950 (see the electronic supplementary material, table A1.3 in appendix 1).

(j) Statistical analyses

COI sequences were aligned in BioEdit [72] using the CLUSTALW algorithm. ITS sequences were aligned in the software MUSCLE as implemented in MEGA 5 [67]. The final alignments had the following lengths: P. dumerilii, COI: 658 bp; A. mediterranea, COI: 658 bp; P. dumerilii, ITS: 608 bp; A. mediterranea, ITS: 498. The COI alignments included selected outgroups as available in GenBank. These were used to root the trees. No outgroups were used in the analyses of ITS, because no closely related sequences were available in GenBank. The ITS trees are unrooted.

All tree reconstructions were performed in MEGA v. 5.0 [73] using maximum likelihood as the optimality criterion under a general time reversible model with gamma distribution of substitution rates (five discrete steps) and a proportion of invariant sites (GTR + I + G model). Branch support was calculated by performing 1000 bootstrap replicates. Trees were edited in FigTree v. 1.3.1 [74].

3. Results

No mortality was observed for any of the test species during collection, transplant or experimentation. All polychaetes appeared in good health, actively moving when transferred from the transplantation chamber to the incubation chambers, and in semi-transparent species food traces were visible in the digestive system.

(a) MO₂

MO₂ data are presented in the electronic supplementary material, appendix 3, and data on body mass and number of
specimens tested for each treatment are reported in the electronic supplementary material, appendix 4. In summary, mean MO2 varied among species, ranging from (mean ± s.e.) 0.082 ± 0.0083 log_{10} nmol O\textsubscript{2} mg\textsuperscript{-1} h\textsuperscript{-1} STP in S. spallanzani collected under control conditions and exposed to control conditions, and 1.632 ± 0.056 log_{10} nmol O\textsubscript{2} mg\textsuperscript{-1} h\textsuperscript{-1} STP in S. prolifera collected inside the vents and exposed to control conditions (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix 3).

(b) MO2 responses of all species collected in low pCO\textsubscript{2} areas
The polychaete species collected from low pCO\textsubscript{2} areas differed from each other in the way their mean MO2 responded to exposure to elevated pCO\textsubscript{2} conditions (figure 2), as indicated by the presence of a significant interaction between the terms species and exposure ($F_{5,95} = 5.611; p < 0.0001$). The three sensitive species showed significant differences in their MO2 under elevated pCO2 conditions ($p < 0.05$): MO2 increased significantly in S. spallanzani, and decreased significantly in L. collaris and L. ninetta. The three tolerant species (A. mediterranea, P. dumerilii and P. pictus) on the other hand, showed no significant difference in mean MO2 when exposed to elevated pCO2 conditions ($p > 0.05$). Finally, wet body mass had no significant effect on mean MO2 ($F_{1,95} = 1.149; p = 0.287$).

(c) MO2 responses of tolerant species collected in elevated pCO\textsubscript{2} areas
Tolerant species collected from the elevated pCO\textsubscript{2} areas did not differ significantly from each other in the way mean MO2 responded to exposure to low pCO2 conditions (figure 3), as indicated by the fact that the interaction term ‘species’ × ‘exposure’ in our analysis was not significant ($F_{2,71} = 1.635; p = 0.203$). In fact, all three tolerant species tested (A. mediterranea, P. dumerilii and S. prolifera) showed a significant increase in mean MO2 when exposed to low pCO2 conditions ($p < 0.05$). Finally, wet body mass had no significant effect on mean MO2 ($F_{1,71} = 3.545; p = 0.064$).

(d) MO2 responses of tolerant species from elevated and low pCO\textsubscript{2} areas
Individuals of A. mediterranea and P. dumerilii from both control and elevated pCO2 areas showed different MO2 responses to exposure to low and elevated pCO2 conditions (figure 4), as indicated by the presence of a significant three-way interaction between the terms ‘species’, ‘origin’ and ‘exposure’ ($F_{1,91} = 5.828; p = 0.018$). A. mediterranea collected from acidified areas and re-transplanted into acidified areas showed a significantly lower mean MO2 when compared with all other treatments ($p < 0.05$), while all other comparisons were not statistically significant ($p > 0.05$). By contrast, individuals of P. dumerilii collected in acidified areas and exposed to low pCO2 conditions showed a significantly greater MO2 when compared with all other treatments ($p < 0.05$), while not showing any significant difference in mean MO2 among each other ($p > 0.05$). Finally, wet body mass had no significant effect on mean MO2 ($F_{1,71} = 3.545; p = 0.064$).

(e) Phylogenetic analyses
For both P. dumerilii and A. mediterranea, the phylogenetic trees generated distinguish multiple distinct evolutionary lineages, with low genetic diversity within them (figure 5). The COI tree for P. dumerilii shows that one of these genetic lineages (figure 5a) contains 10 of the 12 sequenced individuals from the acidified site and a single individual from a nearby control site. One individual from the acidified site falls into a clade consisting of individuals from control sites. Another individual forms its own genetic lineage. In
the ITS tree (figure 5b), the two individuals from the acidified site form a genetic lineage distinct from all other populations.

In contrast to *P. dumerilii*, the COI tree for *A. mediterranea* reveals that all individuals from the acidified site fall into the same clade with individuals from nearby control sites (figure 5c). Likewise, the ITS tree for *A. mediterranea* also does not show genetic separation between acidified and non-acidified sites (figure 5d).

### 4. Discussion and conclusions

Here, we show that a marine metazoan (*P. dumerilii*) is able to physiologically adapt to chronically elevated levels of pCO₂. However, such adaptation is not ubiquitous among all tolerant species found in the CO₂ vents, even when their ecologies are similar. The physiological plasticity to chronically elevated pCO₂ shown by *A. mediterranea* also appears to be a viable strategy for the successful colonization of elevated pCO₂ environments. Finally, sensitive species, when exposed acutely to elevated pCO₂ conditions, exhibit either considerable up or downregulation of their metabolism. In what follows we discuss species metabolic response to elevated pCO₂ in relation to (i) the current distribution and abundance patterns of different species around the CO₂ vents, (ii) extinctions that occurred during past climate change events, and (iii) species’ alternative pathways of physiological resilience to ongoing ocean acidification.

(a) Discriminating between acclimatization and adaptation

The effect of pCO₂ on metabolic rate differs consistently between sensitive and tolerant polychaete species, but for tolerant taxa the response patterns observed may have been achieved either via acclimatization or adaptation. In fact, organisms may be able to adjust their physiology, via phenotypic plasticity (acclimatization), e.g. during ontogeny in direct developers such as *A. mediterranea* (see [29]), or via the selection of genotypes associated with phenotypes best able to cope with conditions found within the CO₂ vents, as in *P. dumerilii* (see [76]). However, which strategy is adopted (i.e. acclimatization or adaptation) has different genetic, ecological and conservation implications. Therefore, to make predictions on how marine life will respond to future ocean acidification, it is important to discriminate between the strategies.

Here, we show that individuals of *A. mediterranea* living inside the CO₂ vents appear to be acclimatized, but not adapted, to elevated pCO₂. This is because once removed from elevated pCO₂ (and probably under hypoxaemia [77,78]) their metabolic rates return to a ‘normal’ status: i.e. comparable with that of individuals from low pCO₂ areas. Alternatively, individuals of *P. dumerilii* living inside the CO₂ vents appear physiologically adapted to elevated pCO₂. When removed from the vents their metabolic rate is approximately 44% more elevated when compared with vent individuals kept inside the vents. The metabolism of vent specimens is thus constantly maintained at high levels, presumably to compensate for (although only in part) the chronic pCO₂-induced hypoxaemia they are probably subjected to [77,78].

Previous studies show that unicellular organisms can adapt to elevated pCO₂ [79–81]. Our study provides evidence that a marine ectotherm (*P. dumerilii*) has been able to genetically and physiologically adapt to chronic and elevated levels of pCO₂, and supports those studies that have indicated the potential of marine metazoans to adapt to elevated pCO₂ [76,82–87]. Furthermore, this adaptation may have occurred over a relatively short geological time. In fact, based on archaeological
and historical evidences, the CO2 vent system off Ischia is estimated to be 1850 years old [62].

Although metabolic phenotypic plasticity may be the first ‘mechanism’ of response to preserve positive function levels when exposed to environmental disturbance [28], it often comes at a cost [88,89]. Plastic responses can be accompanied by the reallocation of the available energy budget away from growth and reproduction [30], cf. [90,91]. When the cost becomes

Figure 5. Phylogenetic trees resulting from maximum-likelihood analysis of cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) and ITS sequence data. Branch support is indicated as bootstrap percentages (1000 pseudoreplicates); asterisk (*) indicates bootstrap value greater than 98%. (a) COI tree for *P. dumerilii*. Genbank accession numbers for outgroups: *Nereis zonata*: HQ024403; *Nereis pelagica*: GU672554; (b) ITS tree for *P. dumerilii*. The designations ‘clone 1’ to ‘clone 10’ with their respective GenBank accession numbers refer to [75]; (c) COI tree for *Amphiglena mediterranea*. GenBank accession numbers for outgroups: *Pseudopotamilla reniformis*: GU672463; *Eudistylia vancouveri*: HM473371; *Schizobrachia insignis*: HM473778. (d) ITS tree for *A. mediterranea*. (Online version in colour.)
too high, the selection of phenotypes better able to cope with elevated $pCO_2$ conditions should be favoured as this is a less ‘expensive’ strategy [76]. Local adaptation leads to the improvement of population physiological performances, thus reducing energy costs of regulation and maintenance, improving an organism’s ability to persist locally. However, if adaptation occurs at the expense of genetic diversity, this could lead to a decrease in the performance for other traits (e.g. life-history traits). When evolutionary trade-offs are less costly than phenotypic plastic reshuffling, adaptation should be favoured.

The multiple genetic lineages observed in $P.$ dumerilii and $A.$ mediterranea suggest that both actually represent complexes of cryptic species, a common phenomenon in polychaetes [92–97]. In our case, the geographical distribution of these lineages provides additional support for our findings on physiological adaptation and aclimatization from the transplant experiments. Having pelagic larval stages [98], $P.$ dumerilii might be expected to display a high degree of genetic homogeneity on small geographical scales. However, our molecular analyses show a high degree of genetic differentiation among populations at and near the vents (figure S5a,b). This corroborates the idea that the strain of $P.$ dumerilii sampled in the CO$_2$ vent is indeed physiologically (and genetically) adapted to low $pCO_2$. Nonetheless, COI analysis indicates that some (but limited) exchange of individuals between the acidified sites and nearby control takes place, as one individual from the low $pCO_2$ area was found at the vent sites, and one individual with the genetic make-up of the vent population was found in the control sites. Whether these individuals actually thrive and reproduce in the presumably less suitable habitats remains to be thoroughly examined. Nonetheless, based on our current (limited) evidence, one may infer that some form of ecological competitive exclusion may occur between the two strains.

The average genetic distance between the vent strain and its sister group, consisting of three individuals from Santa Caterina, is 3.8%. Coincidentally, this divergence was chosen by Carr et al. [99] to separate molecular operational taxonomic units in polychaetes on the basis of being 10 times greater than intraclueter divergence. Estimates of mutation rates in annelids vary tremendously, ranging from 0.2% Myr$^{-1}$ [100] to 7% Myr$^{-1}$ [94]. Even with a high mutation rate of 7%, the separation of the vent clade from its sister group would date to 542 000 years ago, not compatible with an origin at the same time as the appearance of the island of Ischia, dated to 542 000 years ago, not compatible with an origin at the same time as the appearance of the island of Ischia, dated approximately 150 kyr [101]. If the emergence of the island of Ischia is used as a calibration point, the resulting mutation rate for $P.$ dumerilii would be 12–13% per million years, which is approximately 10 times higher than in most invertebrate taxa [75,102]. Alternatively, we can hypothesize that the ‘vent strain’ of $P.$ dumerilii was already established elsewhere before the vents and the island formed, given the volcanic nature of the whole Gulf of Naples. However, we cannot exclude the possibility of rapid evolution. The distinctiveness of our vent populations makes it unlikely that mating with nearby populations occurs, allowing genetic drift in this population. It is also likely that bottlenecks may have occurred in this population, when the vent was first inhabited by a few individuals, supporting the notion of rapid evolution. Such rapid adaptation along an environmental gradient has been shown to occur on a very fine scale in Trinidadian guppies [103,104]. To resolve the questions of the age of the clade, data from multiple loci and a credible calibration point are required.

On the other hand, in $A.$ mediterranea, both the COI and ITS analyses indicate that the vent-inhabiting population is genetically indistinguishable from the nearby control populations. The lack of a strong population structure suggests that local adaptation to the vents may not have taken place in this species, as one would have expected based on the fact that $A.$ mediterranea is a broader [105], and thus more likely to be subjected to the selection pressure of exposure to elevated $pCO_2$ during its entire life cycle, from early developmental stages to senescence: see, for example, selective swipes [106,107]. The absence of a distinct ‘vent strain’ in $A.$ mediterranea supports the notion that the ability to colonize areas with elevated $pCO_2$ is a result of aclimatization and not adaptation. This suggests that ‘phenotypic buffering’ sensu [108] in some cases may be as good a strategy as adaptation to prevent taxa extinction in the face of elevated $pCO_2$ conditions.

(b) Metabolic responses in CO$_2$-tolerant and CO$_2$-sensitive species from control areas

We demonstrated that tolerant species, when collected from control areas, maintain their pre-exposure metabolic rate levels during acute exposure to elevated $pCO_2$, thus supporting our initial prediction for these species (type 2 aclimatization/adaptation sensu [46]), at least based on the aclimatization regime used here. Our results could be analogous to those of Maas et al. [11], who showed that four pteropod species naturally migrating into semi-permanent elevated $pCO_2$/low $pO_2$ areas were able to maintain their metabolic rate when exposed to elevated $pCO_2$.

By contrast, the species of polychaetes not found in the CO$_2$ vents were unable to maintain the same metabolic rate and displayed either significant upregulation ($S.$ spallanzani, +15%—type 3 aclimatization/adaptation sensu [46]) or significant downregulation ($Lysidice$ spp., approx. −66%—type 1 aclimatization/adaptation sensu [46]) of their metabolic rates during acute exposure. Comparably, Maas et al. [11] found that the pteropod $Diacria$ quadridentata (Blainville, 1821), which does not migrate into semi-permanent elevated $pCO_2$/low $pO_2$ areas, responded to the exposure to elevated $pCO_2$ by reducing its metabolic rates by approx. 50%. Overall, Maas et al.’s study [11], together with this present investigation, suggest that the chemical environment species are aclimatized to in situ may influence their resilience to ocean acidification. Our study goes further by supporting the idea that physiological adaptation and phenotypic buffering enable taxa to colonize and persist in chronically elevated $pCO_2$ environments.

(c) The link to past extinctions and future resilience

The physiological ability to preserve metabolic rates to pre-exposure levels while experiencing hypercapnia may be key to species survival in the initial phase of colonization of naturally elevated $pCO_2$ areas. Thus, our study supports the idea that taxa possessing well-developed regulatory and homeostasis abilities are most likely to be best able to face future ocean acidification conditions [8,34,36,109,110]. However, the ability to cope with chronic exposure to elevated $pCO_2$ conditions appears to be characterized by the acquisition of moderately lower metabolic rates (on average −23% in this study) in both the aclimatized and the adapted species. While metabolic depression in the short term helps an organism to maintain a balance between energy supply and demand [15,16,25,26,111], in the longer term it can
could be explained by the fact that the strain of *P. dumerilii* from the CO₂ vents shows overall a higher mean metabolic rate when compared with those of the non-acidified strain. This may suggest an increase in the costs for maintenance and repair in this species, costs that *A. mediterranea* may not incur. As size in several polychaete species defines the maximum number of eggs that a female can produce, it will be important to verify whether individuals from the vent strain could have a reduced reproductive output when compared with individuals from the low pCO₂ strain.

On the other hand, an extreme increase in metabolism (i.e. *S. spallanzani*) or extreme forms of depression (i.e. *L. collaris* and *L. ninetta*) appear not to support life inside the CO₂ vents. Thus, past mass extinctions may have stemmed from the inability of some species to maintain their metabolic rate within strict limits and thus their energy budgets. Ultimately, the ability of marine organisms to persist in a rapidly changing ocean [118–120] is largely dependent on the taxa’s ability for rapid physiological adaptation, which could potentially occur, via genetic assimilation of emerging phenotypes [28,103,108,121,122]. However, in the assemblage of polychaetes examined here, phenotypic buffering appears also to be a viable strategy to avoid local extinction. Thus, it appears that both plasticity and adaptation may be key to prevent species’ risk for extinction in the face of ongoing ocean acidification [118], and thus largely determine the fate of marine biodiversity. Nonetheless even within tolerant groups such as the Polychaeta, some species appear sensitive to elevated pCO₂ and at risk of extinction, as they are unable to cope with ocean acidification [43,45,123–125]. Species extinction will cause shifts in community structure and functions, which may ultimately drive important changes in ecosystem functioning [125,126].
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Figure 6. Effect of exposure to different pCO₂ conditions on the mean maximum body mass of the tolerant species *A. mediterranea* and *P. dumerilii* collected from either low pCO₂/elevated pH conditions outside the vents or elevated pCO₂ conditions within the vents histograms present mean values ± s.e. Asterisk (*) indicates a significant difference between the mean maximum body mass measured under acidified conditions (A) and control conditions (C), according to a GLM test.
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